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Abstract

Hydraulic tests were conducted for burled pipe system ln eight dlfferent
fith buried non-reinforced concrete pipe to distribute water from deep
tubewelh irrigating dlverslfied cnops. Average pump and outlet discharges were
found 58% and 497o, respectlvely of the design rate (56 l/s). Average deep
tubewell efliciency was 69%. There were significant variatlons in water losses
from schcme to scheme. The variations ranged from 548 b 937 l/s/100 m for
earthen channel length by inflowoutflow method whereas the water losses from
buried pipeline varied from 035 to l.U I/s/10O m. However, by tank test
method, the water lrc fmm buded pipe systems verled from 0.10 to 1.18 ys/100
m. Lcakage through Jotnts and ptpe walls was 0.7 leaks per lfi) m of plpellne.
Using burled ptpe s5rctems 8l% of pumped water can be delivered more
efficlently thrcughout the command ares and thls systgm also saved 919o
lrrlgatton water compared to earlhen open channel systems. Measured head losses
for different pipe sizes and pump discharges were found comparable with
Iocatlons

theoretical values
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Introduction
In agricultural mechanization, buried pipe
(BP) system for surface irrigation is a new
technique in Bangladesh. Apart from the
economic benefit of this pipe system enabling a
higher level of agricultural development because
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greater reliability of larger
supply streams allowing for quicker and more
efficient field apptication. This system saves

water and effectively reduces the distance
between the farmer and the water source
(Mridha, 1993).
Although the BP systems are often quoted
as having lower conveyance losses, there are
few documented measurements of distribution
and transit efficiency for existing BP systems
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ap =

pump discharge, (Vs);

Vp

(Mridha, 1993). Brod (1990) reported that the

Where

BP would result in lower conveyance losses.
Merriam (1990) reported that the low rates
(unquantified) of joint leakages from cement
concrete (CC) buried pipes built in Sri Lanka

volume of water pumped, (l) and TE = elapsed
time, (s).

and India.

The most common form

of a

BP

distribution system usually receives water from
s$urnp s( cas\al and distibutei (his over aR arca
in the range of 40 to 80 ha via 16 to 24 outlets,

supplying water to individual field plots via
earthen field channels (Bentum, 1992). The

pipeline is buried, the only above ground
structures are inlet structures at the head of the
pipe system, outlets and air vents forthe control
of pressure fluctuations along the pipeline.

The BP systems for surface inigation in
Bangladesh have been installcd since a decade

ago. Different organisations have been using
different designs, consruction mettrods and
pipe jointing techniques @ashid and Mridha,
1992). These systems have so far not been
evaluated and no test results are available in the
literature. A study was undertaken to measure

the hydraulic performance of buried

pipe

systems.

=

Outlet disclnrge (QO)

Discharge at outlets were measured on a
monthly basis using a cutthroat flume, which

was locally fabricated as per

standard

specifications (Skogerboe, 1973).

Ilead

loss

Head losses were measured at three pump
discharges by taking water surface elevations at
different air vents located on ttre pipeline on a
monthly basis. After stabilizing the discharge
for an engine speed, water surface elevations

were recorded at 5-minute intervals on

a

specified sheet for different air vents.

The discharge data were grouped at an
interval of 5 l/s (e.9., 21.00 Vs to < 26.00 Us,
26.00 Vs to < 31.00 Us, etc.). Then the average
value of discharges and the average value of
corresponding head losses per 100 m of pipe
length of different. sizes under each group were
used to plot the curves with the theoretical curve
-for pipe friction.
Water lossfrom pipeline by tank test

Materials and Methods

The test was carried out on a monthly basis

This study was conducted in eight different

locations: Taltolapara, East Kutubpur,
Shaplapara, Baila, Vailpara, Chulabar,
Hazipara and Binnakhaira in Tangail. Buried
pipe systems were laid out in these locations
during 1987-90 by the Tangail Agricultural

for each main pipeline separately with a flap
valve fitted on the discharge pipe. All outlet
valves on the pipeline under test were closed
completely to stop leakages. The header tank
and ttre pipeline were filled with pumped water
until spillage occurred through the air vent(s).
When the pump

wzrs

stopped then the flap valve

Pump discharge

was closed automatically by back water
pressure. After 5 to l0 minules when the water
level in the header tank stabilized, the fall of

Pump discharge was measured by
volumeLric method in the header tank on a

water level was recorded against time. These
were repeated three times. Similarly, the test
was cohducted for other pipelines. Water loss

Development

Pdect GADP).

monthly basis for all the schemes. The pump
discharge was calculated as:

Qp= vpffp

was calculated as:

wLT = trywL/Ts)(PI-g)) x

....(1)

Where

Wtf

100 .................. (2)

= water loss from the pipeline by

tank test method, (WIOO m); VWt change in
=
volume of water, (l); and p1-g
='total length of
the pipeline, (m).

Water loss from pipeline by inflow_out
flow

method

All

the outlet valves on the pipeline under

[es[ were closed completely to stop any leakage

except the end outlet. This was kcpt open and a
cutthroat flume was set, to measure the IIow.
The pump was started and engine speed was

fixed. After running the pump for about 35
minutes, flow depths at stcady conditions in the
flume were taken simulhneously three times at
5 minute intervals. Then the engine specd was
changed and fixed again. Aftcr 30 minutes, the
flow depths in the flume were mken in the same
way and then repeated for thc third time. The

average value was used

in the discharge

calculation foreach engine speed. Similarly,

t[e
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WLI = t(Qp - Qj/P;g)) x 100 ........(3)

Wrcre WLI = water loss from the pipcline by

inflow-outIlow merhod, (W100 m).
Conveyance loss in
outflow methad

field channels by inflow_

This measurement was done on a monthly
basis. Conveyance loss in the field channels
were measured using cut[hroat flumes. Two
flumes were set carefully at the two encls of a

channel section. Data were collected three t^imes
with changcs the discharge rate. Conveyance
loss was calculated as :
CL = t(Qr - Qd&s) x 100 ..............(4)

Where CL = conveyance loss fiom the fielcl
channcls, (WIOO m); et = discharge ar seclion
l,.(l/s); Q2 = discharge at section Z,Us) and L5
= length of channel section, (m).

test was conducted for other pipelines. The

Results and Discussion

difference between the pump discharge and the
outlet discharge for a specific engine speed gave

Puorp and outlet discharges

the water loss from the pipeline. For a single
engine speed water loss from the pipelin. *u,
calculated as

Table

1.

:

The pump was clesigned for 56 V, capacity
and each outlet capacity was lhe same as the

pump. However, transit loss

in the pipeline

Transit efficiency of concrete buried pipelines.
Discharge in

Vo

of design

Transit efficiency

of CC p\:eline
Taltolapara
East Kutubpur
Shaplapara

54
68
52

Baila
Vailpara

40

34

59

Chulabar

7t

Hazipara
Binnakhaira

55
62

76

54

47

7t

35

74

Averase
Notet3::'"*:*:^tl:.r:

47

87

55

81

48

92
85
93
87

(Vo

58

=_19 y: (for borh rhe pump and the ourrer). rransir efficiency of
pipes refers to the ratio of actual outlet discharge
to the acmal pump discharge.

cc

buried
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resulted in lower outlet discharges. The pump
discharge decreased during the dry season as
the groundwater level declined (Mridha, 1993).
Because of leakage in the pipeline and through
some of the outlet alfalfa valves, discharge at
the outlet was always less than the pump (Table
1). Engine problems including low running
speeds, low height of a few air vents, own fuel
and first come first served systems of operation
(where farmers provide fuel when they want
water), pump discharge was always less than.
the design. Using BP system s 847o of pumped
water could be delivered efficiently ttrroughout

figures were more accurale estimate of actual
losses during operation.

A

water losses (5.88-

earthen open channel systems.

Leal<agei on bwied pipes
Leakage occurred through pipe bodies and

joints were 42 and SSVo,respectively (Table 3).
Weak jointing was the major reason of leakage.
The reasons for weak jointing were inexperienced masons, inadequate curing, and poor

Water loss

On an average water loss from pipelines
was found 0.69 Vsl100 m of the pipeline by
inflow-outflow method and the highest was
1.44 Usllffi m found aL Hazipara site, where
one pipe was broken on the pipeline. However,
water loss measurement by ttre inflow-outflow
method was 527o greater than those obtained by
ttre tank test method (Table 2). This was due to
the higher hydrostratic head in the case of the

inflow-outflow method. Therefore,

2.

of

the variation of pump discharges and soil
characteristics. Average water loss was found
7.69lls/100 m, which was almosr similar to the
value reported by Rashid et al. (1990) for rhe
compacted earthen channel. Cement concrete
buried pipe systems saved gl%o watsr over

the command area.

Table

wide variation

9.37 Vsll{JiJ_ m) from field channels were due to

these

compaction of bed soils under the trench wtrictr

allows differential settlement of soils resulting
in misalignment.

.

On an average leakage through joints and
pipe walls was 3.19 leaks/100 m of pipeline. If
the leakage at the East Kutubpur site is excluded
from the calculation then it comes to a figure of

Water loss at operating conditions.
Water loss (Usl100 m)

Sites

Taltrrlapara

Pipeline
Tank test

Inflow-outflow

0.50
0.29
0.33
0.10

Chulabar

0.15

0.58
0.68
0.45
0.35
0.50
0.86

Hazipara
Binnakhaira

1.18

1.4

Average

0.33

East Kutubpur

Shaplapara

Baila
Vailpara

0.23

Earth channel

Water saving
by pipeline

Inflow-outflow

(vr)

0.67

8.56
6.82
7.30
5.88
9.37
9.19
7.08
7.32

9t

0.69

7.69

9t

93

90
94
94
95

9l
80

Table

3.

Numberof leakages repaired.

Sites

kakages on
Pipe body

Taltolapara
East Kutubpur

Total
Joint

Leaks/100 m

leaks

3

7

10

155

205

360

2
6

0.46
20.37

Shaplapara

I

I

Baila
Vailpara

3

3

8

l5
t4

23

20

1.07

3

5

0.76

t7

26

43

1.08

24A

34.3
(58?o)

58.6

3.19

6
2

Chulabar

Hazipan
Binnakhaira
Average

$2Vo)

0.1r
0.33
r.31

0.7 leaks/100 m. The number of leakageq vary

moulded or hand made plpgs, bellmouth-socket

I to 2 per 100 m of pipeline which was

allowable in the CC buried pipe system
(Mridha, 1993). The highest number of leaks

and spigot jointing wittr inadequate curing and
poor quality materials. All these factors of
leakages were also reported by Georgi (1989)

(360) occurred at East Kutubpur and the main
factors responsible were the use of vertical

when describing the problems encountered with
vertically moulded or hand made pipes.Mridha

from

Sites

Taltolapara
East Kutubpur
Shaplapara

Baila
Vailpara
Chulabar

Total conveyance losses
(pipeline+channel), (%)

28
28
29
26
29

IrIW Eff.*
(V")

Duty

0.50
0.36

70

7l

0.7r

100

51

74

0.86

tzt

7t

0.5r

72
48

65

49
r04
77

6

42

58

Average

3l

69

0.55

:

of

72
72

Hazipara
Binnakhaira

Note

7o

design duty

0.34
0.35
0.74

34
35

Duty in

(ha/Vs)

* DTW (deep tubewell) efficiency refers to the total conveyance efficiency resulting from
=
pipelines as well as earthen field channels of the system. Design duty is ttre design
command area (40 ha) divided by the design pump discharge (56 Us) and is equal !o 0.71.
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(1993) also reported that on an average 727o
Ieakages were found between the pump and the
frst outlet.

On the average of deep rubewell (DTW)
efficiency was 697o which was 2l Vo higher
than the same values reported by Dutta (1991)
earthen open channel systems. This

Conveyance loss

for

On an average 69Vo pamped water reached
field plots within thecommand area, which was

conven tional irrigation systems.

not possible under an open channel system.
Biswas et al. (1984) showed 507o of pumped
water lost

in earttren channel systems. High
loss (42Vo) observed at the

conveyance

Binnakhaira site (Table 4), because a long pipe
section used for irrigation at a time, though
water loss from the pipeline was 0.67 Vsl100m
(Table 2). AtHazipua, high water loss (1.44
Vs/100 m) from the pipeline was the reason of

high conveyance loss (35Vo). l.onger field
channels as well as high water loss from the
pipeline were responsible for high conveyance
loss (347o) at Chulabar (table 4).

o

indicates that the water distribution pattern
through BP systems was superior to those of

The duty was found variable

(l2l7o) which was due to rhe fact of better
management technique. Only the Shaplaparu
scheme achieved the design duty of 0.ll hallls.
Head loss
trteasured head loss values agreed with the

theoretical values where the Colebrook-White
Equation was used, with Ks (roughness hcight)
equal to 0.6 mm. Howevor, the head loss was

found lowest at, Baila for 230 mm pipe size
(Frg. l). Shaplapara, Hazipara and Chulabar

Shaplapara
il-a
\h ilpara
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mm and 280 mm, respectivcly. Head

due to smallcr values of roughness co-efficient
as wcll as the short pipe sections considered.
The values at East Kutubpur (250 mm pipe size
in Fig. 2) and Baila (2S0 mm pipe size in Fig.

losses

lower than the theorctical values werc obtained
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3) were found to deviate on ttre higher side to
some extent from the theoretical curves. This
was due to the excessive leakage of water
through pipes and outlet valves.

Buried pipe systems saved 9l7o imgation
water over earthen open channel systems.
Average conveyance loss from buried
pepelines and earthen field channels were

ii.
iii.
iv.

0.69 and 7.69Usllffi m, respectively.
42Vo leakage occurred through pipe bodies
and 587o leakage at joints, but on average
the number of leaks was 0.7 per 100 m
length of pipeline.
On average 84Vo pumped water can be
delivered efficiently throughout the
command area.
Deep tubewell efficiency was 69Vo which

was superior tro those

of
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